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Evidence of Fossil Fuel Companies
Funding of Climate Science Denial
and Climate Policy Interference

Kert Davies - Climate Investigations Center

Commission on Human Rights of the Philippines
New York City

September 27, 2018

Themes of this presentation:
T FOSSIL FUEL COMPANIES KN

Oil companies studied the science internally for decades and funded academic scientists.
Companies deployed scientists into the UN IPCC process.
Oil company scientists briefed other corporate representatives about the growing consensus.
Simultaneously, they funded discredited climate denier scientists as a counter voice.

CORPORATE EFFORTS TO STALL THE CLIMATE POLICY PROCESS
Focusing on the time period since the late 1980s. These include:

Climate science denial campaigns aimed at discrediting climate science impacts
assessmenis, individual scientists, specific studies, reports and institutions.

Campaigns aimed at destabilizing the UNFCCC process starting with Rio Earth Summit and
for example, undermining the Kyoto or Paris agreements

Campaigns against national greenhouse gas reduction measures such as the Obama Clean
Power Plan or McCain-Lieberman Climate Stewardship Act.

SPECIFIC EVIDENCE OF CORPORATE FUNDING OF CLIMATE DENIAL CAMPAIGNS AND

Campaigns executed by oil trade associations like American Petroleum Institute, and NGOs
like Competitive Enterprise Institute being funded by ExxonMobil and other corporations
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ExxonSecrets.org launched in 2004
EXXONSECRETS.ORG
“Oe EXHOMMOBE FUNDS CLIIRTE CHANGE SXEPTICS
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~—Climate Files

- The collection has 195 posts comprised of more than 200 —
~ documents, emails, transcribed video and audio files —
a representing several thousand pages of content. |

- A detailed index of these documents will be submitted with
my testimony. —

- Global Political Backdrop

1979 - First World Climate Conference in Geneva
1980 - Reagan

1980s - Montreal Protocol ozone layer takes center stage
1988 - UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change formea

2 | 1992 - Rio Earth Summit - voluntary action only
1995 - Berlin Mandate - call for mandatory action

1997 - Kyoto Protocol - mandatory framework begun
2000 - Bush elected - withdraws U.S. from Kyoto Protocol

2000s - Corporate funding of climate denial increases
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WHAT FOSSIL FUEL COMPANIES KNEW

In short, by 1988 Shell was not only aware of Che potential threats posed by climate change, it wars
open about its own role in creating the condittons for a warming world Similar documents by
Modi), of} trade associations, and utility companies haw emerged tn recent years, unough
his She'l dacument isa sare, early, and concrete accounting of climate responsibility Dy an oO

Berd te ied Becumeocts AM ia Bee Place

1986 Shell Resert © Creeabense
HOWEVER BY THE TIME THE CLOBAL WARMING OFCOMES OETECTABLE IT COULD
AF TOO LATE £0 TAKE CFFELCTIVE COUNTERMEASURES TO REOUCE THE EFFECTS
OR EVEN TO STABILIZE THE SITUATION. sc A,

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT

CONFIDENTIAL

CoB US TIPS/BOCUMERTS SECURELY

VON TOR Bone See tect Kw’ BDocymentl loud

TOP POSTS & PAGES Fossil fuels are driving CO2 emissions

This task Shell report, discovered by felmer Mommets of De Corretpondent, shines light on what
the company knew about climate stence, its own rote in driving, global COZ emissions, the range
of potential palitical and responses Lo a waning world

The confidential report, “The Greenhouse was. authored by members of Shell's Groen
hous Eitect Workung Group and based of. a 1y86 study, though the document Tevrais Snell was
commissioning “preenhouve effect” reports as eatty as 1981 Report highlights inc loge

A thorough review of climate sctence Hterature, including acknowledgement of fossil fuels
dominant role in driving greenhoure gas emissions More importantly, Shell quantifies tts
man products’ contndbutlion Ca CO2 enasions
A detailed analysts of potential cliamate impacts, riving sea levels, ocean actdilica-
and homan
A diiscusston of the mmential impacts to the fossil fuei sector itself, legisiation,
changing peblic seatimenr, and intrasteucoire vulnerablities, Shell conciudes Chat active
engagement from the energy sector is desirabte
A cautious respanse to uncertainty tn sctentifrc models, pressing, fos sincere consideration of
solutions even tin the face of extsting debates
Awaming to take policy action early, even before mayor Changes are observed to the climate.

tn short, by 1088 Shel! was not only aware of the potential threats posed by citmafe change, if was
open about [tx own role in creating the conditions for a warming world Similar documents Dy
ExxonMnbi!, of) trade associations, and uttlity companies have emerged In recent years, thougn

Waste ©!
fat?

Throughout the report, She!) acknowledges the role of fuels, and o§8F In particular, in
In trasing CO2 emissions While the authors note the uncertainties and limitations of contempo
rasy ciitrate madeis aaticulary aroutad the timing and intenatly of impacts there i¢ Jittle

ambiguity about the respunsihility of the off industry The trport states, “Aithbough CO2 is emited
to the atmosphere Uhrouph several natural the main cause of Incresung (0)2 coment -
is conskdered tro be fossi! fue! burning ~

Later, the authors quantify Shell's products’ unique contributkm to giohal (D2 emisstons by ME:
Tree thi y ta thts internal anatysts, Shell's products (atl, gas, and coal) wete for
4 of cota! global carbon emissions in 1984 ts one of the earliest examples of a
counting by an otf major, and comsmtent with Richard Hoede’s “Carbon Mators methocology of
trading carbon responsibility hack to the produc ers

"Ani B® CONTRIBUTION TO GLOBAL EMISSIONS FROM FUFLS SOLD BY THE
SHELL GROUP IN 1084 Pe Pata.

Pw *"e@ectre ww to DocumentC houd



Natuna gas field - early 1980s
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THEY KNEW IT WOULD BE BAD...
© Exxon abandons gas project,

north of Borneo, because they
could not figure out how to dea!
with CO2.

oe 71% CO2 by volume in deposit.
ea Exxon estimates the natural gas

would have twice the climate
impact of coal if released.

oe Would be the largest single
point source on earth.

https://insideclimatenews.org/news/08102015/Exxons-
lided-with-Climate-Chan

a-Distant-Sea

Exxon’s Natuna Gas Field a Major Source of CO?
In 1980, Exxon acquired the rights to develop the
Natuna field, one of the world’s largest untapped
reservoirs of natural gas. Soon after, the company
determined the field would be the world’s iargest
point source of carbon dioxide. Exxon still owns the
Natuna license but has shelved its development
indefinitely.
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Nov 1982 Memo to management
=a

EX(ON RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING COMPANY
PO BOX 101 FLORHAM PARK NEW JERSEY O79352

CO, GREENHOUSE EFFECT

A TECHNICAL REVIEW

Cah'e Eth ATOR, W.Y.

PREPARED BY THE

November 12, 1982

CO, "Greenhouse" Effect2

S2EAP 266

COORDINATION AND PLANNING DIVISION

EYXYON RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING COMPANY

TO: See Distribution List Attached

APRIL 1, 1982

Attached for your information and guidance is briefing
material on the CO? “Greenhouse” Effect which is receiving increasedattention in both the scientific and popular press as an emerging
environmental issue. A brief summary is provided along with a moredetailed technical review prepared by CrPrD.

The material has been given wide circulation to Exxon
management and is intended to familiarize Exxon personnel with the
subject. It may be used as a basis for discussing the issue with
outsiders as may be appropriate. However, it should be restricted
-‘to-Exxon personnel and not distributed externally.

Very truly yours,
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Nov. 1982 Memo to management cont.
Figure 3

GROWTH OF ATMOSPHERIC CO2 AND AVERAGE GLOBAL
TEMPERATURE INCREASE AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

“Chsarved dist Cenmry Study CPO

BH | me Dist Cantury Study =
ee No Synthenic i. .

As in 24st Century Study

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

FOR AUTHORIZED COMPANY USE ONLY

about 5 years to the late 2090's. Ffgure 3 summarizes the projected growth
of atmospheric CO. concentration based on the Exxon 21st Century Study-Hign
crowth scenario, Ss well as. an estimate of the average global temperature
increase which might then occur above the current temperature. It 1s now
clear that the doubling time will occur much later in the future than pre~
viously postulated because of the decreasing rate of fossil fuel usage cue
to Lower demand.

Exxon 1988 internal document “The Greenhouse
Effect.

TION

Oo EMPHASIZE THE UNCERTAINTY IN SCIENTIFIC CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE POTEN~

TIAL ENHANCED GREENHOUSE EFFECT.

URGE A BALANCED SCIENTIFIC APPROACH.

> DUE TO CURRENT SCIENTIFIC UNCERTAINTY, EXXON IS NOT CONDUCTING SPECIFIC

IMPACT STUDIES WITH RESPECT TO PARTICULAR COMPANY OPERATIONS OR GEOGRAPHIC

REGIONS.

o EXXON HAS NOT MODIFIED ITS ENERGY OUTLOOK OR FORECASTS TO ACCOUNT FOR

POSSTRLE CHANGES IN FOSSIL FUEL DEMAND OR UTILIZATION OUE TO THE GREEN-

HOUSE EFFECT.

0 RESIST THE OVERSTATEMENT AND SENSATIONALIZATION OF POTENTIAL GREENHOUSE

CEFECT WHICH COULO LEAD TO NONECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF NONFOSSIL FUEL

RESOURCES.
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Shell 1988 “Confidential” report
on 1981-1986 internal study

HOWEVER. BY THE TIME THE GLOBAL WARMING BECOMES DETECTABLE IT COULD BE
TOO LATE TO TAKE EFFECTIVE COUNTERMEASURES TO REDUCE THE EFFECTS OR
EVEN TO STABILIZE THE SITUATION. (p. 4)

ponitoring will improve the understanding and likely outcomes. However, by
the time the global warming becomes detectable it could be too late to takeeffective countermeasures to reduce the effects or even to stadilise the
situation.

CONFIDENTIAL

The likely time scale of possible change does not necessitate immediateremedial action. However, the potential impacts are sufficiently serious for
research to be directed more to the analysis of policy and energy options
than to studies of what we will be facing exactly. Antictpation of climatic
change is mew, preventing undue change is a challenge which requires
international cooperation.
With fossil fuel combustion being the major source of CO2 in the atmosphere,
a forward looking approach by the energy industry is cleariy desirable,
seeking to play its part with governments and others in the development of
appropriate measures to tackle the probles.

Oil Companies Funding Academic Studies in 1990s
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EEFORTS TO STALL
E POLICY PROCESS ©

Case Study —

Proves multiple corporations were actively contributing science to the IPPC 2nd
Assessment Report ©
Present at the COP were representatives from multiple companies who attended as”
members of IPIECA and GCC delegations

Exxon |Mobil

|

- Texaco (now Chevron)
BR eee

Total
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IPIFL A REPORT
FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE (FOCT)

CX 2
DULY, GENEVA

“Present for at least part of the meeting were Robin Aram (Sheli - ICC
delegation), Lenny Bernstein (Mobil - GCC delegation), Brian Flannery {Exxon -
IPIECA delegation), Clem Malin (Texaco - ICC delegation), Jean Marvillet (Total -
IPIECA delegation), Bill Mulligan (Chevron - GCC delegation), Tito Sale (ENI - WEC
delegation), Peter Scupholme (BP - IPIECA delegation) and John Shinn (Chevron -
IPIECA delegation). This report draws on a report by Lenny Bernstein.”

Present for at least part of the mocting were either on the of other delegations were Robin Aram (Shel) -
ICC delegation), Lenny Bemstein (Motil - GCC delegation), Sinan tannery - Charlotte Crezn
UPIECA), Lots Johnstan (Texaco - ICC delegation), Klaus Kohfhase (BP - IPIECA delegation), Clem Malin
(Texaco - ICC delegation), Jean Marnnillet (Total - IPIRCA delegation), Bill Mulligan (Chevron - GCC
delegation), Tito Sale (ENT - WEC delegation), Peter Scupholme (3P - TPLECA delegation) and John Shinn
(Chevron - [PHECA delegation). This repart draws on a report by Lenny Bemstein

Case Stuay:
1995 Global Climate Coalition draft document
titled “Predicting Climate Change: A Primer”
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Global Climate Coalition
1995 Draft Science Primer

Mobil Oll Corporation A. HEAL TI
Abt} SAFETY DEPAATMEN!

December 21, 1995

To: Members of GCC-STAC

attached is what J hope is the final draft of the primer on global climate change science we have
been working on for the past few months. It has been revised to more: directly address evens
oe ements from IPCC Working Group | and to reflect comments from John Kinsman and

We will be discussing this draft at the January 18th STAC meeting. ‘Ifyou are coming to that

eee nie to attend the meeting, please fax them to Eric Holdsworth at the GCC office. His fax
number is (202) 638-1043 or (202) 638-10321 will be out of the office for essentially all of the

time between now and the next STAC meeting.

Howard Feldman.

Best wishes for the Holiday Season,

S Bernstem

GCC Draft Primer 1995

This primer addresses the following questions conceming climate change:

1) Can human activities affect climate’

The scientific basis for the Greenhouse Effect and the potential impact of human emussions
of greenhouse gases such as CO, on climate 1s well established and cannot be denied

2) Can future climate be accurately predicted?
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APPROVAL DRAFT

In its recently approved Summary for Policymakers for its contribution to the IPCC’s Secona
Assessment Report, Working Group I stated:

the balance of evidence suggests that there is a discernable human influence on global
climate.

The Global Climate Coalition’s Science and T echnical Advisory Committee believes that the
IPCC statement goes beyond what can be justified by current scientific knowledge.

APPROVAL DRAFI

The limitations which prevent climate models from accurately predicting future chmate also lint
their ability to assess whether a human impact on climate has already occurred. Claims that

a activities, have reat a a are olen
However, the

improvements in imiO CO € an assessment O impacts on climate possible.

Alternatively, 7 So large, short term crenge climate consistent with model predictionscould be used as proor of a human impact on ius

GCC Draft Primer 1995

GCMs are huge models which require supercomputers to run in any reasonable Sune
Computational limitations require that they use large grid sizes, typically 500 km. ona side
These cells are larger than many of the important physical features in the system they are
trying to model, for example, the width of the Gulf Stream. Computational limits also mean
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GCC Draft Primer 1995

APPROVAL DRAFT

Cc There Alternate Explanations for the 5120.
Several arguments have been put forward attempting to challenge the conventional view of
greenhouse gas-induced climate change. These are generally referred to as “contrarian” theories.
This section summarizes these theories and the counter-arguments presented against them.

Contrarian Theory _ Counter-arguments

Solar radiation is the driver for the climate
SYSILM. Any change in the intensity of the
solar radiation reaching the Earth wiil
affect temperature and other climate
parameters. Dr Robert Jastrow, Director of
the Mt Wilson O and others have

Direct measures of the intensity of solar
radiation over the past 15 years indicate a
maximum variability of less than 0.1%,
sufficient to account for no more than 0.1°C
temperature change. This penod of direct
measurement included one complete 11 year

GCC Draft Primer 1995

Contrarian Theory

APPROVAL DRAFT

Counter-arguments

In 1990, Prof. Richard Lindzen of MIT
argued that the models which were being
used to predict greenhouse warming were
incorrect because they predicted an increase
in water vapor at all levels of the tropo-
sphere. Since water vapor is a greenhouse
KOS, the models predict warming at all levels
of the troposphere. However, warming
should create convective turbulence, which

Lindzen's 1990 theory predicted that warmer
conditions at the surface would lead to cool-
er, drier conditions at the top of the tropo-
sphere. Studies of the behavior of the
troposphere in the tropics fail to find the
cooling and drying Lindzen predicted. More
recent publications have indicated the
possibility that Lindzen’s hypothesis may be
correct, but the evidence is still weak. While
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APPROVAL DRAFT

Detailed temperature records ao not agree
with predictions about warming.

i of hypotheses
about how greenhouse warming should
affect temperature. Only two will be
discussed in detail.

First, if greenhouse gases were responsibte
Jor the increase in global average temper-
ature, one would expect daytime maximum
temperatures {0 increase. What is actually
happening is that daytime maximum temper-
atures are staying constant, while nignttime
temperatures are increasing. Michaels

< Prof. Patrick Michaels of they of

While some scientist argue that greenhouse
warming has already occurred, most say that
it cannot be separated from all of the other
factors affecting climate, including the urban
heat island effect and aerosol cooling. Thus,
the fact that the recent temperature record
doese#

warming scenario does not dimimmish theron

potential threat from substantially ngher
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse

GCC Draft Primer 1995

ions abour the Contrarian DPheors

The contrarian theories raise interesting questions about our total understanding of climate
processes, but they do not offer convincing arguments against the conventional model of
greenhouse gas emission-induced climate change. Jastrow’s hypothesis about the role of solar
variability and Michaels’ questions about the temperature record are not convinc
against any conclusion that we are currently experiencing warming as the result of greenhouse
gas emissions. However, neither solar variability nor anomalies in the temperature record
offer a mechanism for off-setting the much larger rise in temperature which might occur if the
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Case Stuay:
Documents detailing Bush State Department

meetings with Global Climate Coalition,
ExxonMobil and others

ARIEFIANKS MEMORANDUM
UNCLASSIFIED SIS

United States Department of State

Washington, D. C, 20520 (TD
JUR 20 Axn

RELEASED IN FULL

G ~ Under Secretary Dobriansxy

OBS ~ Ken Brill, Acting wr
Your Meeting with members of the Global ClimateCoalition, June 21, 2001, 9:10 - 9:50 a.m.

On Thursday morning you will speak to members of the Global
Climate Coalition {GCC), a group formed a number of years ago topnardinate the narticinarion of business and industry in domestic
and intecnational climate change policy making. GCC members are
conpletely suppertive of the Administration’s position on climate
change and the rejection of the Kyoto Protocol.

TO:

FROM °

SUBJECT:

® POTUS rejected Kyoto, in part, oased on input from you.

¢ POTUS believes, however, we need to show leadership on thisissue to acvance U.S. domestic and international policy
objectives.
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Case Study:
Exxon
doubting science

Global warm
who's righ

Froce the chowmoas

Climate change:
don’t ignore the facts
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could inflict severe
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EXCON CORPORATION
Pieal FRM,



Case Stucy:
1996 Exxon presentation on

health effects of climate change

1996 Exxon presentation on
health effects of climate change

PURPORTED IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON
HUMAN HEALTH

September 19, 1296 INTRODUCTION

ry. J. Devlin - Exxon Blomedical Sciences, inc.

Morcdical dournais

International Attention Focused on Relationships Aniong
Greenhouse Gases, Climate Change, Ecological Stress anc
Moman Heallh

National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Sponsored Conference on
Potential Impacts of Global Climate Change on Health (9/95)

intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (PCC) Report reviews
"State of Knowledge”... Raises Significant Health Concern

Relate Climate Change to Inciclence of Disease

Popular Press Ralsing Issue of “Megastorms”
“Emerging infectious Disease”

rever’
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1996 Exxon presentation on
health effects of climate change

THE HYPOTHESIS

Greenhouse Gases Increase Due Primarily to Fossil Fuel Use

Accumulation Leads to Increase in the Average Giobai
Temperature ...1-4°C in the Next 100 Years

Global Warming Will Affect Ocean/Air Currents and Humiaiy,
| ead to Climatic and Geographic Changes

>  Wintertime Precipitation increase
More Severe Weather Events ... increased Rainfaller

oe Drought increase in Number and Severity
Northern Snow Cover and Alpine Glaciers Declineale

Hr Soa Level Rise (0.3 - 0.5 m by 2100)
<} Niga-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) Increase Frequency~~

Pty att te Samy «OF Ra 2 te eae eSDecrease in Diversity of Species7?

TRE HYPOTHESIS (conta)

Changes will Strain Viajor ecosystems

>increase in Numberfkande of 4ga Opportunistic

7.
te Relocation, Possible Reduction, of Agricultural sitesss +

+

Human Health will be Directly impacted by Climatic Changes

- suffering and Ocath Due to Thermal

PhysicalfPsychological injury, Death Due to Weatner-Related
Phiscastoars

1996 Exxon Presentation On
Health Effects Of Climate Cnange

THE HYPOTHESIS (conta)

‘Human Health will be Indirectly Impacted by Physical anc
ecological Changes

RangelActivity of Disease Vectors and infective Agents Will
increase ... Alter Range, Intensity and Seasonality of Vector-
Rornie DIseases

Increase in Water-Borne Diseases Through Disturbances in rresn
Water Ecosystems

Population Displacement Due to Rising Sea Level, Regional
Declines in Food Production, Weather Disasters ... Lead to
increase in Malnutrition, Injuries, infections, Civil Strife
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1996 Exxon Presentation On
Health Effects Of Climate Change

CONCLUSIONS (cont'd)

© Minority View: Evidence Must be Weighed... Plausibie
Mechanisms Defined . . .Relative Significance Assessed

Climate Change is Likely a Marginal Factor. .. More Critical issues
Exist: Malnutrition, Personal Hygiene, Drug Use, Food Prep,
Urbanization, Population Growth, Trade and Travel, Evolution of

Microbes, Inadequate Public Health

Impact of Climate Change on Human Health will Remain
Speculative ... Provides a Potentially Emotional Issue

1996 Exxon Presentation On
Health Effects Of Climate Change

identify Scientific Leaders with Diverse Views . .. Encourage
Active Participation in Debate

Promote Concept of Relative Risk . . . Significance of Climate
impacts Vs. Other Disease Factors
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Case Stuay:
1998 AP] Global Climate Science

Communications Plan
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1998: Industry backlash plan leaked

Che New 1ork Ginnes
SUNDAY, APRIL 26, 1998 A }

INDUSTRIAL GROUP
PLANS TO BATTLE

TY Industrial Group Plans to F ight Climate Treaty
ims TO RECRUIT SKEPTIC

Draft Proposal Seeks to Deprcl
Giobal Warming Theory as

» Case of Bad Science

oy i
S «

WASHINGTON, April 15 — Ingut-ntp of a treaty to figntcry
giobal warmug have draitcd an afr
bitsoas proposal to spend millions ofdoliacs te conviece the public that
she environmental accord is dDased
on shaky scence.

Armong their ideas ls & campaigeto yecrull a cadre of scientists wnesnare the views of climate
sclence and te train therm in public
relntions go they can heip convince
Journalists, pollucians and the publicthat the risk of global warming ts too~ - £§ - eet ee ww 2 wee Sa

Coatinued Fram Page

rationan should oH emissions Of
greenhouse gases, and the treatywan modified fast year to require
further reductions im emissions 19wall below thoce of 1880. over
the next 16 to iS years. Bul the Unit-
od Stptes Senate hat not yet agreed1° ahat treaty provision, which could
require deep reductions in American
cunsumption of jossil fuels.PGescriding the Pro-
poset to undermine the mainsiresrnview were given ia The New: Yark
fames by the National Environmen-
tes} Trust. whose work tn support oa
the global-warming treaty is _ tt
nanced oy philanthropic orgeaniza-
lions, including the Pew CharitabieTrusts, the biggest of Ure nations
pro-environmant grant Makers.Phil Clapp, the president of theonvironmenial trust, said he ob-
inuined the pagers from an industry
official, Exposing the plan st this> Dp Oo «>= 9 ro

anoiher prominent skeptic on giobal
warming, ts invoived with 1wo other
groups mentioned in the plan: the

George C. Marshall Insitute, where
Dr. Sez ts chairman, and the Ad@-
vancerment of Sound Science Cuali-
lion, where he ts on the science adv?
sory board

On Mouday, the National Academyof Sciences disassociated itself fram
the most recent effort to drum up
SUPDPOr among skeptical actentists.That affert came in the form of
sizntement and pethion on global
warming circulated by Dr. Saiz. @

Critics of the
‘creenhouse effect’
would be backed up
with $5 milion.

threat, "public opinion i open 10
chonge on climate science.

Supporters of the plan want 10
raise money quickty to spend mucn
of t Detween now and the November
nerotiating sessbos ist Buenos Aires,
where important dctatis of the inier-national treaty are io be decided

A proposed medta-relations oudcE-et of $600,000, not countme any morn-
ey for advertising, would be directedat science writers, editors, Cotum-nizis and network corre-

1s, using 25 mary a& a7 “Te:khsnecied chmate recruhed
expressty “te lnject credible scienceand acientific accountability trta (ne
giobal climate debate, thereby rast:om questions about and UNde ling
ihe “prevailing schentific wisdom. —

Among the tasks, ihe petroleum te,

memorandum said, wouldbe 10 “‘idemify, recruit and train &)tearm of five independent scientists to
participate in media outreach”Whai the Industry Eroup wanted io ,
nrovidu, the memorandum £210, wasos recmirce on chirmate

1998 API memo
“Global Climate Science Communications Team”

COST mexmbers who contributed to the develoAdams John Adams Associates; Candace Crandall, Science and Environmental Policyof the iam are

Project: David Rothbard, Committee Por A Constructive Tomorrow: Jeffrey Salmon The
titute: Lee Carrigan Environmental Issues Council: Lynn Bouchey andrd hanes

Frontiers of Freedom: Peter Cleary. Americans for Tax Reform: Randy
=: Robert Gehri The Southern Company; Sharen Kneiss, Chevron

© MAAVAPrC CITT Sound Science Coalitior: and J VAS oo i be eet’.

Toy @ S15 te.

&. Jonn

Exxon, Southern Company and Chevron on the team
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1998 API Global Climate Science Comms Pian -
Goals

Average citizens (recognize) uncertainties in dimate sctence;

Media “understands” (recogriizes) unwectainties in chimate sctertce.

viewpoints that challenge the cuirent “conventional wisdam"”

thean stromper ambassadors to those who shape cifmarre policy

Those promoting the Kyoto treaty on the basis of extant scence appear to be out aftouch with reality.

1998 API Memo - Action Pian

Global Climate Satence Communications

Action Pian

Project Goal

A raajity of the Anuricen public including industry
that significant uncertainties exist in ctimate gchenon, and therefore raises questionsthose (e.g, Congress) who cratt the firtare U5, core: on global dimate change.

Progress wifl be measured trwand the gol. A measurement of the pubic s
perspective on climate science will be taken before the pisn is leanched, hed, and the sary a
heasurement will be tajoen at one or mare as-yetto-be-determined intervals as the planis Reality

Uniess “diimaste change” bacomies a norrissue, meaning that the Kyoto proposal
is defeated and there are no furthers initiatiwes to the threat of dbnate chacige

“ah ee 1 A. ** * Wwe CAT COOAre c our efforts. It will be



1998 API Memo- Metrics
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Moeastrements

Various metrics will be used to track progress. These measurements will have fo
be determined in feshing out the action plan and may incude:

Baseline public/ government official opinion surveys and periodic follow-up
surveys on the percentage of Americans and government offidials who recogruzesigruficant uncertainties in climate science.

° Tracking the percent of media articles that raise questions about climate science

Number of Members of Congress exposed to our materials on climate science.

Number of communications on climate science received by Members of Cangress
ot.

of radio talk show appearances by scientists ouestioning the “prevailing >

1998 API Memo- Budget
Stratermies and Jactcs

National Media Relatons Program: Develop and implement anational medix
relations prograr to inform the medabout uncertainties in climate scence,
to generate national, regional and local media coverage on the scienBhe

i)

nneertainties, and thereby educate and inform the public, stimulating them fo
raise questions with policy makers.

Global Climate Science Data Center Budget $5,000,000 (spread over two
years minimos

NWanhoral Direct Outreach Program Budget

Wational Media Program Budget $600,000 plus paid advertising

Clobal Cifmate Science Information Source: Develop and implementa
program to inject credible science and scientific accountability into the global
climate debate, thereby raising questions about and undercutiing theeaientifie wicdam ~ The ateatece will have the added benefit of
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EVIDENCE OF CORPORATE
FEUUINDING OF CLIMATE DENIAL CAMPAIGNS
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1998 API Memo - Funding It

Tachrs

Funding/Fund Allocation: Develop and implement program fo obtainfunding, and to allocate funds to ensure that the program it is carried out
effectively. 4

This strategy willl be implemented as soon as we have the go-ahead to proceed.
eS} sources Were identified as Arnerican Petroleum institute

is mmexnbers; Business Round Table (BRT) and its members, Edison Flectric Institute
and its members; Indep: encient Petroleum. Association of America GPAA) and

exs; and the National x fas LA) and its =m
sbential fund allocators were identified as the American Legisiative Excnarige

Council (ALEC), Committee For A Constructive Tomorrow (CFACT). Competiive
erprise Institute, Frontiers of Freedom anc The Marshall Institute.

Total Funds Required to ImplementProgram through INovernber 1995 ears $2,000,000 (A significant portionof funding for the GCSDC will bedefexred until 1999 and beyond):



1998 API Memo
‘Conspirators
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wi |EXON| ts
AME DIC AR

COMPAN Y¥

BusinessRoundtabdie ’

-_.

Ee NIMA
WNSY TUTE

Exxon Funding To Front Groups

COEENTERPRISEee ~~ EXCON
$7,940,700

$2,100,000

Major Recipients of Known
Exxon Funding

1997-2017

$587,000

$7,765,000 $865,000

$7,272,000

FREEDOM

$870,000

() FRONTIERS of



ExxonMobil Funding of Denial Organizations

We have collected records of Exxon and ExxonMobil grants
totalling $38.7 million from 1992-2017

Over $5 million in grants specifically earmarked for climate related
work

(This is an underestimate, as we do not have all the Mobil
Foundation records and there are records missing for the merger
year 1999)

ExxonMobil Foundation funding of climate denial groups
doubled between 1998 and 2003 and peaked in 2005.

Total Exxon funding to denial organizations



Tip of The Iceberg
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Amoco, Chevron, Shell, and Texaco
funding climate denial organizations in the 1990s

Amoco Foundation (1991; 1993 to 1994)
Chevron (1992; 1993)

Shell Oil Company Foundation (1993)
Texaco Foundation (1991)f/f t+t44

Competitive Enterprise Institute, The Heartland Institute,
Citizens for a Sound Economy, The Heritage Foundation,

American Legislative Exchange Council,
and Global Climate Coalition

Case Stuay:
Cooler Heads Coalition

Global Warming.org
MRO eePa Lp Sah SS

Sh RyRTE riaFN 2 eR a. .

PRAY eosRg cg Naan ae Pan



“Cooler Heads Coalition”

VYVV VV ~Db

initial grant to Competitive Enterprise Institute in 1997:
$95,000 earmarked for “Global Climate Change Program and

other support”

FSM tind SSE

Competitive Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C.
Global Climate Change Program and other support
Consumer Alert, Inc., Washington, D.G. ....

fogs ay GEN. HEM

Cooler Heads Coalition

Multiple NGO members of the Cooler Heads Coalition were funded by Exxon and
ExxonMobil in subsequent years, with known funding totalling nearly $11 million.

Approximately $3 million of the $11 million in grants were designated on Exxon
documents as climate specific grants.

On Exxon documents, grants to Cooler Heads Coalition groups had labels sucn as,
“Climate Change Issues (Opinion Leaders and Public Education Efforts)”, “Global
Climate Change Outreach”, and “Climate Change Science’.
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Organizations that received climate specific grants from ExxonMobil while members of the Coalition include:

Cooler Heads Coalition Members

The Advancement of Sound Science Coalition
Eraser Institute
National Center for Public Policy Research
Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy
Reason Foundation/Reason Public Policy Institute
Consumer Alert
Frontiers of Freedom
George Marshall Institute
Heartiand Institute
Heritage Foundation
Competitive Enterprise Institute
Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow
Citizens for a Sound Economy
American Legislative Exchange Council

Three Cooler Heads Coalition members received over $1M from Exxon after 1997, eignt groups
received over $500,000 (source: Exxon published grantmaking.)



O/T BITS

Case Stuay:
Revealing discrepancies and omissions

in ExxonMobil financial reports

Discrepancies Between Public ExxonMobil “Worldwide Giving”
Report and IRS 990 Filing For ExxonMobil Foundation

Public Information and Policy Research: 2005 Worldwide Giving Report

Armerican Legisiative Exchange Council, Washington,
Annual Conference”
energy Sustainabily Project
General Operating Support

Rogie ee Cea

Payee Organization

Zep
American Legislative Exchange Ceunci
P1390 Fel) Street, NAW, Saate SOU
Washmeton, GS 20056
Energy Sustainabrlity Proyect (Climate
SO DOG OG

American Legislative Exchange Council
1420 20th Surect, NW, Sune 500
Washingtan, OC 20036
Prorect Suppart
S20 OOD OU
"AOS
American Legislative Exchange Conner
DOs Street, MW Sarte S00
Washington, DC 20046
Chmate Change Environmental Quireach
So SOON
FUMES



Discrepancies between:
Annual ExxonMobil “Worldwide Giving” Report
and IRS 990 Filing For ExxonMobil Foundation

Worlawide
Giving Report:

“rontiers of Freedom Institute, Chantilly, Virginia |
Annual Gala anc General Operating Support?
General Operating Support

Discrepancies ana Omissions between:
Annual ExxonMobil “Worldwide Giving’ Report
And IRS 990 Filing For ExxonMobil Founcation

Worldwide
Giving Report:

Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow, Washington, 0.C.

Comernities for a Canstruttive
POY Box GAT 22
Washington, OC 20035
Climate Change &
SPO OL OU
2005
f“ormmities for a Constructive Tomorrow
PO Mey
Washington, DC 20035
General Operating Suppor
£20
PS
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Case Study:
CFI TV Aas

CE] 2005 TV aa
“They call it pollution. We call it Life™

arts
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2006 Exxon Statement To Royal Society of London

9/18/18

=xxonMobil gives financial support to organizations which research significant policy issues and
promote informed discussion on issues of direct relevance to the company. _These Include topics
such 2s international affeirs, environmental issues and market economics. Thasea organizations

tk on our behalf, nm do we eir Vi rT} Our financial suppert
on our web sife.r Si organ Ons is pls y

We review funding of these organizations on an annual basis. As we ere currently in that review
process. it would be premature for us to discuss specific funding decisions for any particuiar
organization.

2007 Reversal public policy researcn
contributions

ExonMobii
Yeking on the world’s toughest energy chafenges.

KEEBLE PAPO eS SUL Ss Ort Gib bait

eryntripuie to rande af academic and
eas that auch mora-

fatecue on Gorse are
teri ag Tye vie Tlie
bostitetion. fie Amorcan ost,

oak cee gen geen emp tS stele ie. FX, yatesraHae Gre Pheri Pree ape Coe Te
Par Steatecce ama international Stiiares, anc

creat doi ATL EDNUTOD Mentally Pes pos
moanrner Acaitronal information GDcur cur
IYO car be forune on our Vengt wg ng ZU gw nk ome oer ee Met

te CERRO PCD COME OOM ROGET OY TS 3.
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Case Stuay:
1991 “ICE” campaign

information Council on the Environment

The 1991 |.C.E. Campaign

strategies
Our Plan

Reposition global warming as theory (not hack).

Target print and radio media for maximurn ellectiveness

acrass the entire electric utilityi

4 Star small. star well, and build on early successes

Get the teat concepts developed and implemented as soon as
pass bie.

& “Test marker’ execution in early 199].

Achieve broac
sey a ge ry

Who told
You ti 4C CATTthWelswarmin

mm ORyChicken Little?

i Build supper for the concept of the MIE sivategy among Our
VERE OOS

2. Match Southern Company's commitment by having four or
hee of our neighbors join ws in raising 3125 C400 oy January 31,ba |

3. Raise total comnvicmerts GF S529 OO by latiuary 31, INS) 16
allow the text market project to proceed on scheduic.



ICE Campaign Targets “older, less educated males”
and “younger, lower-income women™

9/18/18

More specifically, the results of this stedy point toward two possible targes
audiences One possible target sudience indudes those who are moet
1o menseges describing the motvations and vested interese af people currendy
making on doba) warmine—lor euample, the staiemvent that
some of the media scare the public about giobel warring to increase
heir apdience and thety influence. Peopie who respond most favorably to such
statements are older, males from households, who are not
typically active and are not Ekely to be ‘green’ consumers
of this group are sheptical about global warming, predispoesd to favor

expcsure to new information. They are not, however, accustomed t taking

pouncal action, They are good targets for radio

women are more receptive than other sudience segsnents to fectual Vora bor
concerning the evidence for globe) warming They are to be “grees”
consumers. 10 believe the earth in warming, and to think the problem is serious.
However, they are also Mkaly to soften thelr support for federal legislasom she:
hearing new information on ghobsl warming. These women are good mrgew for
magarne ad
A campaign strategy reaching out to these tanget groupe can beip to change
aritudes where charye ts moe? likely 90 occur. and also to strengthen support
among favorabie members of the pudvc

Ce ——— outing

Case Study:
Dr. Willie Soon

Harvyard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
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Willie Soon & Polar Bear Study
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available at www.sciencedtrect.com
ee FB reno at

@ehiiseantee

FE SEVIERSEV
°.*” ScienceDirect

iournal homepage: hitp://www.elsevier.com/locate/ecocom

Viewpoint

Polar bears of western Hudson Bay and climate change:
Are warming spring air temperatures the “ultimate”
survival control factor?

M.G. Dyck®*, W. Soon”*** M. Dyck and W. Soon initiated this scientific study around
TF. Ball®, L.O. Hancock! 2002-2003 without seeking research fundings and both have
® Environmental Technology Program, isb Center for Astrc contributed equally. W. Soon’s effort for the completion of this“Clayton H. Riddell Faculty of Enuironn
4 Center for Climatic Research, Untversr paper was partially supported by grants from the Charles G.© Climate and Environment Consuitant,
' MSN H-5-503. 1818 H Street, NW, We Koch Charitable Foundation, American Petroleum Institute,

and Exxon-Mobil Corporation. The views expressed herein are

2015 Willie Soon Expose
¢a The New York Times sunscriee |

Deeper Ties to Corporate Cash for Doubtfut
Climate Researcher
By JUSTIN GILLIS and JOHN SCHWARTZ FEB. 21, 2015

120 COMMENTS

WW iw

My) Save

pees,

\Wei-flock Soon of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center lor Astrophysics, whose articles have been fied to
Oorporate funding. soe’
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Soon’s Sunspots Theory Discounted By Mobil
Scientist in 1995
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APPROVAL DRAFT

Are There Alternate Explanations for the Climate
VY bathed. Tred Lut 14 1 Cai,

Several arguments have been put forward attempting to challenge the conventional view ot
greenhouse gas-induced climate change. These are generally referred to as “contranan” theones.
This section summarizes these theories and the counter-arguments presented against them.

Solar radiation is the driver for the climate
system. Any change in the intensity of the

Direct measures of the intensity of solarradiation over the Troreate.
maximum variafity of less than 0.1%,
sniticent to yxunt for no more than 0.1°C

Willie Soon Research Funding

$1.2M+ from 2001-2015, entirely from fossil interests:
ExxonMobil Foundation $335K (through 2009)
American Petroleum Institute $274K
Southern Company $350K (through 2015)
Koch Foundation $230K
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Case Stuay:
CFACT Targeting the Philippines

9/18/18

1998 API Memo
Global Climate Science Communications Team

we oat nn, Bouchey and
a Zen, FF Baw £ EES. a

—- _, tt

Myron Ebeil, Frontiers of reter Cleary, Americans for Tax Reform: Randy
Randel Exxon Corp.; Robert Gehri. The Southern Company; Sharon Kneiss, Chews
Corp: Stave Milloy, The Advancement of Sound Science Coalition: and Joseph Waleer-Arynenican Petroleum Institute.
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2013 - CFACT Article On Hunger Strike at COP 19

November 16, 2013, hy CFKACT Ed, 26 Conmments

Philippines climate negotiator Naderev “Yeb" Safio of the Philippines announced to COP 19's plenary

Typhoon activity in the Philippines is normal.
despite over-the-top reporting before the typhoon
struck (timed perfectly for COP 19} Typnoon
Haiyan/Yolanda was not the strongest typnoon
recorded in the Philippines. It was the seventn.
The Philippines enjoys warm tropical weainer.
However, with tropical spfendor comes tropical
storms. This duality is a fact of life in the tropics.

There are no worthwhile science or historical
records which support the notion that extreme
storms have worsened in the Philippines or
elsewhere as a result of a warming planet. We
must soberly remind ourselves that globa'
temperatures have not risen since the nineties
and that warming to date peaked at less tnan a
degree Centigrade, with only a few years coming
anywhere near tat.

Case Stuay:
1998 - Shell predicted

that there would be lawsuits
hinged on what their scientists knew
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1998 Shell “There is No Alternative” report
"EOLLOWING THE STORMS, A COALITION OF ENVIRONMENTAL NGOS BRINGS A
CLASS-ACTION SUIT AGAINST THE US GOVERNMENT AND FOSSIL-FUEL COMPANIES
ON THE GROUNDS OF NEGLECTING WHAT SCIENTISTS (INCLUDING THEIR OWN)
HAVE BEEN SAYING FOR YEARS: THAT SOMETHING MUST BE DONE. A SOCIAL REAC-
TION TO THE USE OF FOSSIL FUELS GROWS, AND INDIVIDUALS BECOME 'VIGILANTE
ENVIRONMENTALISTS’ IN THE SAME WAY, A GENERATION EARLIER, THEY HAD BE-
COME FIERCELY ANTI-TOBACCQ. DIRECT-ACTION CAMPAIGNS AGAINST COMPANIES
ESCALATE. YOUNG CONSUMERS, ESPECIALLY, DEMAND ACTION ...” (p. 122)

Patio ae the sorte, a of et ormenteh NGOs beires a class ach
shit the US goverameat anc iWosleluch companies un The pounds ut
BeBe EDT SOC LISS role diay their cr fase boa subg dor years, met

woiretting rust be dove. A sociibreaction ta the use o rosstl mocks gow, and
Aci uals COOLS Sn dt wane, Perec

carter, cary doe Pecos art whacco CaMpagys Ags ws!
companes escalite Young sspecally, demand acige

governments, uncer pressure from cites, device they mist Ura
sey) development cf omergy Curie aes, ¢ fonp wih pians
he dovelep co new eoneration of miclear power stations in Turcpe Strong nes

CAP type is hastily drasen up im Jot, Pare cr, aut a ot
Seo PN tious eine d cif Uvete value oh t

SHELL'S CARBON BYDGET ACCOUNTING ‘0 3)

Atmospheric Concentration for Total
Hesource Use"

95)
wt)
640
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